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 Desktop : 
https://invis.io/EJY9B5A9DGU
https://invis.io/CFYJXM2RJYX

Mobile : 
https://invis.io/VRYF5WVQYK6

Web app : 
https://app.gemography.com/signin



marketplace

Challange

Gemography marketplace is an app that exposes our candidate 
pipeline progress to our CTO clients. It focuses (for now) on shortlisted 
candidates and the result of our assessment (from all interactions we 
had with them).

Intent

- To make the CTO willing to interview our shortlisted candidate

- To make available for the CTO all the data that he/she will need to 
make a decision (to interview or not)

- To showcase the candidate's high potential (assessment data + 
bootcamp data)

- For candidates who we didn't hire yet and who are not 100% a match 
with the open position: to sell the CTO on their potential to be 
bootcamped and become a match

- To show to the CTO that he/she saved valuable engineering hours by 
letting us do the assessment for him/her

- To confirm our brand positioning as highly technical

- To confirm our brand positioning as experts in Talent Acquisition

- To confirm our brand positioning as data-driven
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infinicom is one of the pioneers in the production of goodies & 
corporate gifts for companies.

The goal was to create a break with the classic ecommerce model that 
they had had for years and to match the website interface with the new 
marketing strategy of the company. Communication by niche and lead 
generation. Focus on the types of targets and not the products.

I therefore integrated a Funnel VS classical display vision by 
emphasizing the sales pitch rather than the product itself, while 
increasing brand voice by involving the visual elements of the brand.

the mission also included rebranding.
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https://infinicom.fr/





I had the privilege of being chosen to collaborate 
on one of the most avant-garde mobile elearning 
applications in the Middle East. The ministry of 
culture in Saudi Arabia commissioned the Oslob 
agency to design and develop a mobile platform 
with a gamification layer that allows users to 
learn Arabic writing step by step in its various 
scripts (Kufi , Ruqaa ...).

I had 3 weeks flat to complete the project, I 
collaborated directly with the development team 
by taking the lead  not only as a Designer but as a 
Product Owner, to create the best user-journey by 
guiding the development and assisting in the 
creation and ehance the technical specifications.
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iPad
https://xd.adobe.com/view/a380ff14-aef1-4402-afdc-0de627eb3486-f6d3/
iPhone
https://xd.adobe.com/view/246c5747-0781-4aa0-9bad-988c58e2707d-713f/

WAW



6. Sentences
Reading, Practicing

Locked

4 / 7Level

6 Passed Tests 45 Practices

saleh007

Ruqaa
Scripts Objectives

Privacy & Conditions About Us Contact

1. Brief

2. Basics

3. Foundations

5. Connected letters

Reading

E-Book

Guidance, Practicing, Test

Repeat

Resume

Repeat

7 Levels

Start

Locked

Ruqaa
10 levels

+ 46 practice hours + 60 articles

19,99 SAR

Learn how to write Ruqaa calligraphy

+ more infos

Buy now

Purchase full course
and enjoy full experience
and advanced levels

4. Individual letters
Guidance Practicing Test

Guidance Practicing

saleh007

Dashboard

Explore

Learn
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Design of a Shopify-based theme by changing the 
classic layout to match the economic model of 
the platform. The subscription.

community multi-sourcing and multi-targeting 
was a challenge, we had to come up with UI 
solutions to help members navigate the catalog 
not only by type of product but especially by 
country / region of the product.`

The mission also includes branding and advice on 
brand positioning
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Screens
https://xd.adobe.com/view/e85156c6-6c67-4eec-84f4-c68f9391d0ab-bd02/?fullscreen
Website
https://rooties.fr
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Screens
https://xd.adobe.com/view/723cf606-9018-4747-bf35-077c74f7078e-276f/?fullscreen
App
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1528765015

Riderco is a mobile application for sharing 
motorbikes between individuals and 
professionals.

The challenge was to simplify the communication 
between demand and supply and the conclusion 
of deals. The user-journey after the selection of 
the motorcycle takes place completely via an 
intelligent chat system which exchanges requests 
and validations between the two users.

Riderco



Screens
https://xd.adobe.com/view/c557a30f-e38a-4e23-9574-d2c6cc4485d9-9004/?fullscreen
Web app
https://kwayria.com/

Kwayria is a networking platform between coach and young soccer players in Morocco. The platform 
arrives in multi-lingual, French & Arabic, the challenge was to arrive with a user experience that allows 
the youngest to easily create a profile & get noticed by coach with a focus on performance and 
technical details. Coaches, through their dashboard, must be able to do multi-cross searches to easily 
identify the players and get in touch with them via a simplified chat system that allows the exchange 
and viewing of files and multi-media content.


